Abstract-Two evolutionary programming (EP) methods are proposed for handling nonlinear constrained optimization problems. The first, a hybrid EP, is useful when addressing heavily constrained optimization problems both in terms of computational efficiency and solution accuracy. But this method offers an exact solution only if both the mathematical form of the objective function to be minimized/maximized and its gradient are known. The second method, a two-phase EP (TPEP), removes these restrictions. The first phase uses the standard EP, while an EP formulation of the augmented Lagrangian method is employed in the second phase. Through the use of Lagrange multipliers and by gradually placing emphasis on violated constraints in the objective function whenever the best solution does not fulfill the constraints, the trial solutions are driven to the optimal point where all constraints are satisfied. Simulations indicate that the TPEP achieves an exact global solution without gradient information, with less computation time than the other optimization methods studied here, for general constrained optimization problems.
These can be classified into several categories, such as methods based on 1) penalty functions [5] , [7] , [8] ; 2) specialized operators [9] ; 3) the assumption of the superiority of feasible solutions over unfeasible solutions [10] ; 4) multiobjective optimization techniques [11] ; 5) co-evolutionary models [12] ; 6) cultural algorithms [13] ; and 7) repair algorithms [3] , [14] .
Each of these methods, of course, has its own merits and drawbacks for nonlinear programming problems; they appear unlikely, however, to provide exact solutions for heavily constrained problems, i.e., the problems with many nonlinear constraints. Most of them depend on the heuristics in applying evolutionary operators and do not provide the condition(s) for convergence to the optimum. Despite significant time and effort spent on constrained optimization problems, still there is no generally useful method for a given nonlinear programming problem.
In this paper, let us first consider a hybrid scheme; intuitively, a two-stage procedure, which consists of the evolutionary algorithm as the first stage to overcome multiple minima and a traditional optimization method as the second stage to accelerate local convergence. This procedure may provide more rapid and robust convergence on many function optimization problems than either method alone.
The rationale behind the scheme is that an evolutionary optimization algorithm is unlikely to be the best optimization procedure for any specific function in terms of efficiency, convergence rate, solution accuracy, etc.; its robustness comes at the sacrifice of domain specificity. For example, if the function to be minimized is a quadratic bowl, then Newton-Gauss optimization will generate the minimum point in one iteration from any starting location. In turn, Newton-Gauss will generally fail to find the minima of multimodal surfaces because it relies heavily on gradient and higher order statistics of the function to be minimized.
Regarding the hybridization of different algorithms, there have been some attempts to combine evolutionary and classic search methods in the hope of generating a more useful hybridization. Three such attempts are illustrated in [15] [16] [17] . Waagen et al. [15] combined an evolutionary programming optimization procedure with the direction set method of Hooke-Jeeves. Belew et al. [16] used a genetic algorithm to provide initial weight values for a neural network, with the weights then subsequently optimized using back propagation and a conjugate gradient method. Recently, Renders and Flasse [17] designed hybrid methods combining principles from genetic algorithms and hill-climbing to find a better compromise to the tradeoff of global versus local search. These hybrid methods involve two interwoven levels of optimization, namely evolution by genetic algorithms and individual learning by quasi-Newton methods, which cooperate in a global process of optimization. But all of these approaches considered unconstrained problems, i.e., all solutions were feasible.
A hybrid method for general constrained problems which consists of evolutionary and deterministic optimization procedures was proposed in [18] and [19] . The hybrid algorithm relies on an initial stochastic optimization in the form of evolutionary programming (EP) followed by deterministic optimization using a Lagrange multiplier method offered by Maa and Shanblatt [20] . This hybrid appeared to offer a potentially robust yet rapid method for addressing difficult nonlinear constrained optimization problems.
Although the hybrid of evolutionary and deterministic optimization procedures [18] , [19] applied to a series of nonlinear and quadratic optimization problems has proved useful when addressing heavily constrained problems in terms of computational efficiency and solution accuracy, the hybrid method offers an exact solution only when the mathematical form of the function to be minimized/maximized and its gradient information are known. The method makes use of the gradient of the objective function and of the penalty function measuring a degree of constraint violation. Even if these functions are known, the hybrid method cannot be applied when a gradient does not exist. To overcome such limitations, a two-phase evolutionary programming (TPEP) method based on the hybrid method [21] has been developed.
The TPEP is based on the concept of the two-phase optimization neural network operating under different dynamics as the phase is changed by a predetermined timing switch in continuous time [20] . The two-phase neural network guarantees a global minimizer to a convex program, as it satisfies the Kuhn-Tucker optimality condition in the second phase.
The TPEP uses a standard EP as the first phase and the EP formulation of the augmented Lagrangian method [22] as the second phase. The augmented Lagrangian is used as an objective function in the second phase, with elitist selection based on a deterministic ranking. By updating Lagrange multipliers in the augmented Lagrangian function and therefore putting gradual emphasis on violated constraints, the trial solutions are driven to the optimal point where all constraints are satisfied. In general, the TPEP could be considered as a discrete-time version of the two-phase neural network.
We describe the constrained optimization problems and some mathematical preliminaries in Section II. The hybrid EP is described in Section III, and the TPEP is described in Section IV. To indicate the potential usefulness of the proposed schemes, computer simulations for some test cases are presented in Section V. Finally conclusions are given in Section VI.
II. CONSTRAINED OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
The following notation and convention are used throughout the paper.
is said to be convex iff any implies where . Let be a nonempty convex set; then is said to be convex iff for any and for . The function is concave if is convex. An affine function is a function which is convex and concave.
The general constrained optimization problem for continuous variables is defined as Minimize subject to constraints (1) where and the 's are functions on and the 's are functions on for and . A vector is called a feasible solution to if and only if satisfies the constraints of . When the collection of feasible solutions is empty, is said to be infeasible. The set defines the search space and the set defines a feasible part of the search space. Usually, the search space is defined as an -dimensional rectangle in where and are lower and upper bounds for a variable , respectively, whereas the feasibility set is defined by the search space and the above constraints expressed by (1) .
There have been several attempts to solve the nonlinear programming problem above by using evolutionary computation techniques, but most of these were applied to the case of i.e., the set of constraints is empty [5] . Several test functions used during the last 20 years considered only domains of variables, for example, the five test functions proposed in [23] , as well as many others [24] [25] [26] .
Recently, several methods for handling infeasible solutions for continuous numerical optimization problems have emerged for the case of [1] , [7] , [10] , [27] . Some of them are based on penalty functions. They differ, however, in how the penalty function is designed and applied to infeasible solutions. They commonly use the cost function to evaluate a feasible solution, i.e., for and the constraint violation measure for the constraints, usually defined as [3] , [5] , [20] , [28] , [29] or where is an absolute value of the argument, and total evaluation of an individual , which can be interpreted as the error (for a minimization problem) or fitness (for a maximization problem) of an individual to , is obtained as where is a penalty parameter of a positive or negative constant for the minimization or maximization problem, respectively. By associating a penalty with all constraint violations, a constrained problem is transformed to an unconstrained problem such that we can deal with candidates that violate the constraints to generate potential solutions without considering the constraints.
A primary concern in using the penalty function approach is assigning penalty parameters to the constraints. There are several methods depending on the choice of the penalty parameter [1] , [7] , [8] , [10] . For example, Homaifar et al. [7] establishes a family of intervals for every constraint that determines the appropriate penalty values. In contrast, the pressure on infeasible solutions may be increased by a timedependent component of the penalty term, as in [8] . That is, the penalty component is not constant but increases with the generation number. The other methods [1] , [10] also focus on how to design the penalty parameter.
The following theorems provide a guideline to the above methods on how the penalty parameter should be selected. Theorems 1 and 2 are known as the Kuhn-Tucker optimality theorem [30] and the penalty function theorem [22] , respectively. The variables and are known as Lagrange multipliers. The above theorem will be used in Section III-B.
Theorem 2: Let be a nonnegative, strictly increasing sequence tending to infinity. Define the function (2) Let the minimizer of be Then any limit point of the sequence is an optimal solution to Furthermore, if and is a regular point, then and which are the Lagrange multipliers associated with and respectively. From the penalty function theorem above, the minimum of is equivalent to the minimum of when For a finite value of the value of evaluated at the minimizer of might be less than the value evaluated at the exact solution. Furthermore, for fixed the minimum of might occur in the infeasible region. This is because at the minimizer of the second term on the righthand side of (2) might be positive, which implies a constraint violation.
III. HYBRID EVOLUTIONARY PROGRAMMING
Let us assume hereafter the same notations are used as in the previous section.
A. First Stage of the Hybrid EP
Hybrid EP combines a standard EP and the second phase of the two-phase optimization neural network [20] . EP takes the place of the first phase of the search, providing the potential for nonconvex optimization, and the second phase of a twophase optimization neural network is subsequently applied to rapidly generate a precise solution under the assumption that the evolutionary search has generated a solution near the global optimum.
EP is implemented as follows.
1) A population of trial solutions is initialized. Each solution is taken as a pair of real-valued vectors
with their dimensions corresponding to the number of variables to be optimized. The initial components of each are selected in accordance with a uniform distribution ranging over a presumed solution space. The values of , the socalled strategy parameters [31] , are initially set to the constant vector .
2) The fitness score for each solution is evaluated in the light of an objective function . For the constrained optimization problems studied here, is defined as (3) where can either be fixed or increased with time. 3) From each of the parents one offspring is generated by where denotes the th parameter in the th vector among vectors at the th generation and denotes a realization of a Gaussian-distributed one-dimensional random variable with mean zero and standard deviation 1.
indicates that the random variable is sampled anew for each value of the counter . The scaling factors are robust exogenous parameters, which are usually set to and [32] . 4) The fitness score for each offspring is determined.
5) A selected number of pairwise comparisons over all the solutions are conducted. For each solution, randomly selected opponents are chosen from among all parents and children with equal probability. In each comparison, if the conditioned solution offers at least as good performance as the randomly selected opponent, it receives a "win." 6) The best solutions out of all the solutions based on the number of wins received are selected to be the parents for the subsequent generation. 7) The algorithm proceeds to step 3) unless the best solution does not change for a prespecified interval of generations. Specifically, the EP procedure of the first stage stops if the following condition is satisfied: For the best solution at generation and generation for a sufficiently small positive value and all for successive generations.
B. Second Stage of the Hybrid EP
In the field of artificial neural networks (ANN's), constrained or unconstrained optimization problems have been studied [20] , [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] to achieve the exact solutions based on mathematical formulation. ANN's have demonstrated potential for solving such problems efficiently. Among such networks, the first for solving mathematical programming problems was proposed in [33] , where a linear programming problem was mapped into a closed-loop network. When a constraint violation occurred, the magnitude and the direction of the violation were fed back to adjust the states of the neurons of the network such that the overall energy function of the network was always decreasing, until it achieved a minimum. When it attained the minimum, the states of the neurons were assumed to be the minimum solution to the original problem. The network of [33] has a shortcoming, however, in that the equilibrium point may not be a solution to the original problem because it fails to satisfy the Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions for a minimizer. Even if it is a solution, it is often a local minimum, not a global minimum.
An improved network was developed in [34] , which extended the results of [33] to the general nonlinear programming problem. The energy function for the network is a Lyapunov function, which guarantees that the network converges to a stable equilibrium point without oscillation. From the viewpoint of optimization theory, the Kennedy and Chua network [34] satisfies both the Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions and the penalty function theorem. Under proper assumptions, it was shown that the network is completely stable. Moreover, the equilibria of the network are in a neighborhood of the set of the minimizers of the original problem, and the distance between the equilibria and the minimizers may be made arbitrarily small by selecting a sufficiently large penalty parameter.
But the shortcoming of the network of [34] is that its equilibrium point may converge to only an approximate solution that is outside the feasible region when the solutions of the constrained problems are on the boundary of the feasible region. This is explainable by applying the penalty function theorem with a finite penalty parameter. For applications in which an infeasible solution cannot be tolerated, the usefulness of this technique may be compromised. For these situations, a two-phase network formulation of a Lagrange multiplier method was proposed [20] as an alternative approach to the solution infeasibility problem inherent in the Kennedy and Chua network [34] .
A two-phase optimization neural network operates under different dynamics as the phase is changed by a predetermined timing switch. In the second phase, it satisfies the Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions such that the equilibrium point is precisely a global minimizer to a convex program. This means that it can achieve an exact solution with a smaller penalty parameter than the usual gradient method.
Their approach consists of two phases in search [20] .
i) The first phase (for (4) where is a predetermined switching time, is a sufficiently large positive real number, and . ii) The second phase (for (5) The Lagrange multipliers are updated as and where is a small positive constant. For this network there is no restriction on the initial condition of while the initial values of vectors and are set to zero. According to the penalty function theorem, the solution found by the first phase might not be equivalent to the minimum of unless the penalty parameter goes to infinity [20] . Thus the use of the second phase optimization might be required for any finite value of The system is in equilibrium when and This satisfies the optimality conditions of the Kuhn-Tucker theorem, and an equilibrium point of the two-phase network is the precise global minimizer to a convex program For problems where infeasible solutions cannot be tolerated, e.g., owing to physical operational limits, a two-phase neural network which can obtain both the exact solution for the constrained optimization problem and the corresponding Lagrange multiplier associated with each constraint can be very useful. Owing to this utility, the second phase of the two-phase neural network [20] is employed as a second stage of the hybrid EP.
The problem with the two-phase optimization neural network is that the performance strongly depends on the initial condition. In the hybrid EP, the first stage plays the role of providing a good initial solution vector to reach the global optimal.
After halting the first stage of the hybrid EP, the second phase optimization was applied to the best evolved solution of the first stage (EP) and iterated until the system was in equilibrium. The stopping criteria for the second stage was the same as that of the first stage except that and to obtain exact solutions. For details of the simulation results, the reader is referred to [18] and [19] .
IV. TWO-PHASE EVOLUTIONARY PROGRAMMING
The hybrid EP method described in the previous section could offer an exact solution when the mathematical formulation of the function to be minimized/maximized and its gradient were known [18] , [19] . The exact function form and its gradient information, however, are difficult to obtain in most practical problems. Even if we know the objective functions, we cannot apply the hybrid EP when a gradient does not exist. As an example, if a gradient of does not exist, (5) is not meaningful since the term is derived from it. In the simple case that the 's are linear constraints, such as where is constant matrix and is continuously differentiable so that (5) is meaningful. In most cases, does not exist, and the hybrid EP may fail to find an optimal solution. To cope with such problems, a TPEP approach is proposed in this section. Before describing the TPEP, we briefly introduce the augmented Lagrangian method which will be used in the second phase of the TPEP.
A. Augmented Lagrangians
The augmented Lagrangian method is one of the most effective general classes of nonlinear programming methods, which can be viewed as a combination of the penalty function and the local duality method [22] , [29] , [38] .
The augmented Lagrangian for the constrained problem is
As compared with (3), the last two terms of the right-hand side are added to put gradual emphasis on any violated constraints. A typical step of the augmented Lagrangian method starts with and Then is found as the minimum point of (6). Next and are updated to and respectively. A standard method for the update is and where is a small positive constant.
The augmented Lagrangian method can be considered as a discrete-time version of the second phase of the two-phase neural network.
B. TPEP Method
The first phase of this method uses the standard EP, just as the hybrid EP does. After the first phase is halted, satisfying the halting condition described in the previous section, the EP formulation of the augmented Lagrangian method as a second phase is applied to the best evolved solution. In the light of the solution accuracy, the success rate, and the computation time, the elitist EP with deterministic ranking strategy is considered for the EP formulation of the augmented Lagrangian method. In other words, the second phase initializes a population of trial solutions using the best solution found in the first phase and employs the modified elitist EP, that is, the best solution always survives in the subsequent generation through a deterministic ranking strategy. By putting emphasis on violated constraints in the objective function whenever the best solution does not fulfill the constraints, the trial solutions are driven to the optimal point where all constraints are satisfied. The algorithm is implemented as follows.
1) A population of trial solutions is initialized. Each solution is taken as a pair of real-valued vectors,
with their dimensions corresponding to the number of variables to be optimized. All vectors are initialized to be the same as the best evolved solution after the first phase. The values of are reset to where is the strategy parameter of the best evolved solution after the first phase and is a positive constant vector. Set and the Lagrange multipliers for the best solution are initialized to zero and 2) The fitness score for each solution is evaluated in the light of the augmented Lagrangian For the constrained optimization problems studied here, is defined as (7) 3) Increase by one, and from each of the parents one offspring is generated by 4) The fitness score for each offspring is determined. 5) Deterministic ranking over all the solutions is conducted. 6) The best solutions out of all the solutions based on the rank are selected to be the parents for the subsequent generation. 7) The Lagrange multipliers for the objective function are updated as follows: (8) where is a small positive constant. It should be noted that the Lagrange multipliers are updated at the best solution In this step, the penalty parameter can be increased in an appropriate manner. 8) The algorithm proceeds to step 3) unless the best solution does not change for a prespecified interval of generations. The rationale for choosing an elitist selection method is described in the following. If the solution obtained after the first phase lies in the global optimization region, which is a moderate assumption, the second phase does not require as large a population because of the reduced search space. Thus, is to be chosen small compared to Due to the small population size and the reduced search space, the deterministic ranking strategy is applied to ensure that the best available solution always survives into the next generation.
is a very small positive value obtained from the best evolved solution of the first phase. To reflect the violated constraints which have not yet been satisfied in the first phase, we introduce in the second phase which is larger than and might be interpreted as a strategy parameter resetting. Using Lagrange multipliers while evaluating the objective function the violated constraints are emphasized through generations according to (8) where is chosen to be a small positive constant. If the value of is too large, the Lagrange multipliers may diverge. But if it is chosen too small, the convergence speed may be too small. The proper choice depends on the geometry or the complexity of the problem and cannot be generalized. By emphasizing the violated constraints, the second phase eventually drives the solution to satisfy the constraints. The stopping criteria for the second phase is the same as that of the first phase except for the values of and For more rigorous explanation about the TPEP algorithm, please refer to the mathematical analysis in a continuous-time domain in the Appendix.
The following points should be checked before selecting the second phase method: 1) the usefulness of the deterministic ranking, 2) the form of the objective function, and 3) even the necessity of the first phase. And by what method should the population of the second phase inherit from that of the first phase? Should all population vectors of the second phase be initialized to be the same as the best evolved solution after the first phase or inherit the superior individuals out of individuals of the first phase? How many individuals are necessary for the second phase to reduce the computation time? Computer simulation comparisons are made in Section V to provide reasonable answers to these questions.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Section IV, a TPEP was designed with the following characteristics: 1) the first phase is used, 2) is used as an objective function of the second phase, 3) the population size in the second phase is less than that of the first phase 4) a deterministic ranking strategy is used in the second phase, 5) the population of the second phase is initialized by the best evolved individual of the first phase, and 6) the penalty parameter is increased with generation in the second phase. To answer questions raised in the previous section, several variants of the TPEP in Section IV could be designed by the following frameworks.
1) Use of the first phase (use or do not use).
2) The form of the objective function in
Step 2) of the second phase or
3) The size of the population in Step 1) of the second phase or . 4) The method of ranking (stochastic or deterministic) in
Step 5) of the second phase. 5) The method of inheritance from the first phase (initialize individuals of the second phase by recruiting superior individuals out of individuals of the first phase, or by the best evolved solution of the first phase) in Step 1) of the second phase. 6) The value of the penalty parameter in Steps 2) and 7) of the second phase (stationary or increasing). From the above frameworks, we can obtain kinds of algorithms according to the combinations of the above schemes. But by the sequential comparisons of the algorithms, we can reduce the number of combinations to seven. In other words, the comparison between Algorithms 1 and 2 indicates whether or not it is useful to use the first phase, and by the comparison result, we can reduce the number of combinations. As Table I shows, each algorithm consists of combinations of Scheme 1 or Scheme 2. For example, Algorithm 3 consists of schemes such as: 1) the first phase is used, 2) is used in the second phase, 3) is used in the second phase, 4) stochastic ranking strategy is used in the second phase, 5) inherit superior out of after the first phase, and 6) the penalty parameter is fixed. Each algorithm was designed to investigate which scheme is effective with respect to the solution accuracy, the success rate, and the total computation time. The success rate is the ratio of the number of trials by which the algorithm succeeds to discover the exact global optimum and the total number of trials (for each algorithm, 100 trials were performed in our experiments). This success rate can be used to measure the convergence stability of the algorithm, i.e., how consistently the solution converges to the exact global optimum. To compare the computational efficiency of each algorithm, the computation time required to meet the stopping criteria was defined as if the first phase is not used if the first/second phase are used where is the number of generations consumed in the th phase, is the population size in the th phase, and is the generation tolerance of the th phase.
is set to zero before starting each phase. The specific parameter values for each phase are shown in Table II .
The seven variants of the two-phase EP were compared for the following six test problems which include quadratic and nonlinear functions with several linear and nonlinear constraints. All problems were taken from [3] . Problems 1-6 were the test cases for GENOCOP II system [2, The global solution is and In each problem, the constraints were transformed to the form of (1) before solving the problem, and 100 independent trials were carried out. The results are summarized in Table III , where the best median and the worst results (out of 100 independent runs), the success rate and the computation time are reported. The best solution obtained from each algorithm was an exact global optimum except for Problem 6. But each algorithm showed different performance with respect to and For Problem 7, all the algorithms could find the optimal solution. The only difference was the computation time.
Algorithm 1 provided acceptable results for all test problems. But was not equal to 1.0 for Problems 2, 4, and 6, which indicates convergence instability, i.e., the algorithm did not converge to the global optimum consistently.
Algorithm 2 was applied to see if the first phase was necessary. Without the first phase, was reduced greatly for most of the problems, however, the convergence stability was very poor for Problems 4 and 6
From this result we can induce that the use of the first phase increases the chances for stabilizing the convergence of the solution for these problems. Algorithm 3 showed similar performance to Algorithm 1 except for Problems 5 and 6 The objective function without the squared penalty term also caused convergence instability. Using the value of the objective function increases/decreases in a sudden fashion when the evolved solution is far from the feasible region. The squared penalty term plays a role of stabilizing the Lagrange penalty term This result encourages the use of in the second phase instead of Algorithm 4 used a smaller population size in the second phase than in the first phase individuals of the second phase were initialized by recruiting superior individuals out of individuals of the first phase. As can be seen from the results for Problems 2, 3, and 5, this algorithm shows greatly reduced compared to Algorithm 1 without sacrificing the convergence stability. This might be the expected result because Algorithm 4 uses Algorithm 5 is the same as Algorithm 4 except the use of a deterministic ranking strategy. This shows slightly better results than Algorithm 4. Moreover, the CPU time was somewhat reduced because of the use of the deterministic ranking.
In Algorithm 6, the initial population in the second phase was initialized to be the same as the best evolved solution after the first phase. Except for Problem 4, was reduced to some degree without reducing compared to Algorithm 5. Compared with Algorithm 5, it was better to have diversity in the initial population of the second phase than to initialize with only the best solution found after the first phase for Problem 4. But in general, the scheme of initializing by the best could reduce without reducing Algorithm 7 used a nonstationary (increasing) penalty parameter in the second phase of Algorithm 6. Increasing the penalty parameter by led to the greatly reduced except for Problem 4. But in general, there is no rule for designing the penalty parameter to accelerate the convergence. With the properly designed penalty parameter, NS-EP in Section III-C could have resulted in a shorter computation time.
It should be noted that for Problems 2 and 3, all seven algorithms provided a better solution than the previous known solution as well as the solution obtained by the GENOCOP II system [3] . The solution found for Problem 2 is: and which is lower than the previous known solution and feasible, and the solution for Problem 3 is: and which is lower than the previous known solution and feasible. As for Problems 4 and 6, all algorithms resulted in small convergence stability, i.e., because of the small feasible solution space [5] .
It may be difficult to provide a complete analysis of each algorithm based on the seven test problems. But the simulation results can provide some guidelines to obtain an algorithm that is more efficient with respect to the computation time, the convergence stability, and the success rate. To summarize, the following statements could be made: 1) the use of the first phase and the use of the improved the convergence stability (increasing the success rate) and 2) the smaller population size in the second phase the use of a deterministic ranking method (reducing the CPU time), inheritance from the best evolved solution after the first phase, and increasing the penalty parameter in the second phase all reduced the computation time. Coinciding with Algorithm 7, the TPEP in Section IV was designed to include all these features.
The TPEP was also compared with the hybrid EP and EP alone. One hundred trials were performed with EP alone and the hybrid EP for the same seven problems above. The specific parameter values for EP alone were: and except for Problem 4 where and for the hybrid EP:
and The results are reported in Table IV . As mentioned previously, the hybrid EP method could not give satisfactory results when the inequality penalty term was not differentiable. For Problems 1, 2, and 4, the hybrid EP could offer a converged solution near an optimum whereas it did not even converge for Problems 3, 5, and 6. The hybrid EP could not find an exact optimum for Problems 1 and 2, although it could offer converged values. The hybrid EP could consistently offer an exact optimum for Problem 4, however, for which the TPEP had lower convergence stability For Problem 6, the hybrid EP as well as the TP method diverged because of the large value of the gradient of the function Because of the nondifferentiable and deceptive properties of Problem 7, the second stage of the hybrid EP could not be applied. The result is only from the first stage. EP alone and the hybrid EP could not offer an optimal solution whereas the TPEP could. EP alone sometimes resulted in the near-optimal solution, e.g., slightly violating equality constraints, but not frequently Only the TPEP could give reasonable solutions satisfying all the constraints with a reasonable success rate VI. CONCLUSIONS In this paper, we have proposed two evolutionary programming techniques for nonlinear constrained optimization problems. The first method, a hybrid EP, could only handle specific types of inequality constraints such as linear inequalities, while the second method, the TPEP, could consistently offer an exact feasible solution for other types of constraints. Using Lagrange multipliers and putting gradual emphasis on violated constraints in the objective function whenever the best solution does not satisfy the constraints, the TPEP drives the solution to the optimal point where all constraints are satisfied. Generally speaking, TPEP was shown to be more applicable to problems with various types of constraints than the hybrid EP. On the other hand, for problems having a moderate type of constraint such as a linear inequality, the hybrid EP guarantees an accurate solution with less computation time and more convergence stability than the TPEP. We can conclude that the proper application of either TPEP or hybrid EP, depending on the type of constraints, may offer reasonable results with respect to the solution accuracy, convergence stability, and the computation time for constrained problems similar to those studied here.
APPENDIX
With a simple calculation of the time derivative of the objective function in the TPEP method, the usefulness of the elitist selection and the augmented Lagrangian can be demonstrated. For rigorous mathematical formulation, we employ the continuous-time analysis.
The augmented Lagrangian objective function for the th individual is Taking the time derivative gives where Note that in the second equality, were used. By the elitist selection scheme, the objective function of the best solution is always nonincreasing, i.e.,
We are now ready to derive useful properties of the TPEP. Before going further, let us introduce following theorem and lemma, known as Lyapunov Theorem for local stability and Barbalat's Lemma [40] .
Theorem 3: If, in a ball there exists a scalar function with continuous first partial derivatives such that 1) is positive definite (locally in and 2) is negative semi-definite (locally in then the equilibrium point is stable.
Lemma 1: If the differential function has a finite limit as and if is uniformly continuous, then as
We assumed that the first phase of the TPEP drove the best solution to the global optimization region, i.e., near the global optimum. In the same context, we can make the objective function locally positive definite by adding a constant to Then by the Lyapunov Theorem for local stability, it can be said that the TPEP algorithm gives a stable equilibrium point. In addition, by Barbalat's Lemma, the derivative of the objective function tends to zero Since is always not greater than zero, yields for all which means perfect constraint satisfaction. In the classical gradient method [34] , was designed to make and to make the solution satisfy the Kuhn-Tucker optimal conditions. In the TPEP method, the solution is feasible, however, the optimality of the solution cannot be guaranteed.
If and if the solution is feasible, i.e., satisfies all the constraints, then This satisfies the Kuhn-Tucker optimality condition [20] , [28] , [29] , and the solution can be said to be optimal.
To summarize, the TPEP algorithm gives a stable solution with the following important properties: 1) if then the constraint satisfaction is achieved, however, the optimality of the solution may not be guaranteed, and 2) if and if the solution is feasible, then the best solution is optimal.
